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FOREWORD
This module 13 one of a senes of 127 performance-based teacher
education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon specific pro-
fessional competencies of vocational teachers. The competencies
upon which these modules are based were identified and verified
through research as being important to successful vocational
leaching at both the secondary and postsecondary levels of in-
struction. The modules are suitable for the preparation of teachers
and other occupational trainers in all occupational areas.

Each module provi ides learning expenences that integrate theory
and application, each culminates with cntenon-referenced as-
sessment of the teacher's (instructor's, trainer's) performance of
the specified competency. The materials are designed for use by
teachers-in-training working indMdually or in groups under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators or others
acting as resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled
in the teacher competencicrs being developed and should be
thoroughly onented to PBTE concepts and procedures before
using these matenals.

The design of the matenals provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based training programs
for preservice and inservice teachers, as well as business-
industry-labor trainerSto meet a widayariety of individual needs
and interests. The materials are intended for use by universities
and 'colleges, state departments of education, postsecondary
institutions, local education agencies, and others responsible for
the professional development of vocational teachers and other
occupational trainers.

The PBTE cumculum packages in Categoly LServing Students
with Special/Exceptional Needsare designed to enable voca-
tional teachers and other occupational trainers to create learning
environments that are accessible, accommodating, and equitable
in meeting the instructional needs of individuals in those groups
previously denied equal vocational education opportunities. The
modules are based upon 380 teacher competencies identified and
-venfied as essential for vocational teachers to meet the special
needs of altestudents in their classes. Included are special popula-
tions such as the handicapped, adults pursuing retraining, and
students enrolled in programs thaj are nontraditional for their sex.

Many individuals and institutions have contributed to the research,
development, testing, and revision of these significant training
materials. Appreciation ts extended to the following individuals
who, as memberp of the project technical panel, advised project
staff, identified human and material resources, and revIewed draft

materials. James B. Boyer, Ken Dieckhoff, Mary M Frasier,
Gerald R Fuller, Juan Guzman, Jerry Holloway, Barbara Kemp,

'Jeffrey G. Kelly, Betty Ross-Thomson, Ann Tumham-Smith, and
Richard Tyler.

Appreciation is also extended to the approximately 80 vocational
teachers and supervisors from throughout the United States who
served on the eight DACUM analysis panels that assisted National
Center staff in the initial identification of the teacher competenCy
statements. Appreciation is extended, too, to the 80 additional
teachers and supervisors from throughout the United States who
assisted in the verification of th". 380 competencies.

Field testing of the matenals was earned -out with assistance of
field-site coordinators, teacher educators, students, directors of
staff development, and others .at the following institutions:
University of Alabama-Birmingham, Albuquerque Technical-
Vocational Institute, New Mexico; University of Central Flonda;
University of Southern Maine; Mancopa County Community Col-
lege District, Arizona; Murray State University, Kentucky; Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, SUNY College of Technology-Utica, New
York, Temple University, Pennsylvania, Texas State Technical
College, Upper Valley Joint Vocational School, Ohio, and Central
Washington University.

Special recognition for major individual roles in the development of
these matenals is extended to the following National Center staff:
Lucille Campbell-Thrane, Associate Director, Development Divi-
sion, and James B. Hamilton, Program Director, for leadership and
direction of the project', Lois G. Harnngton, Karen M. Quinn, and
Michael E. Wonacott, Program Associates, for training of module
wnters and module quality control, Cheryl M. Lowry, Research
Specialist, for developing illustration specifications, Kevin Burke

1and Barbara Shea for art work, Nancy Lust, Research Specialist,
land Wheeler Richards, Graduate Research Associateirfor assist-
ing in the coordination of thodule field testing and data summariza-
tion, and Catherine C. King-Fitch, Program Associate, for revision
of the matenals following field testing Special recognition is also
extended to George W. Smith Jr., Art Director at AAVIM, for
supervision of the module production process.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director s'
The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education

Tlf NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN YOCATIMIAl. EDHCATION
THE 0440 STATE LNIVERSITY
*60 KENNY ROAD COLUMBUS OHO 432*

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education's mis-
sion is to Increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions. and
organizations to solwreducational problems relating to individual
career plannintl, PreParalion. and progression. The National Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research.
Deveroping educational programs and products.
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes.
Providing information for national planning and policy
Installing educational programs and products,
OPerating information systems and services.
Conduiling leadership development and training programs.

A A
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
University of Georgia
120 Drittmier Engineering Center
Athens, GA 30602

The American Association for Vocational Instructional Matenals
(AAVIM) is a nonprofit national institute.

The institute is a cooperativieffort of universities. colleges and
divisions of vocational and technical education in the United States
and Canada to provide for excellence in instructional matenals.

Direction is given by a representative froth each of the states,
provinces and temtones. AAVIM also works closely with teacher
organizations, government agencies and industry.
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Some teachers may be disappointed to learn that
there are no teaching tricks that can suddenly make a
reluctant learner leap to the head of the class. There
are no magic formulas by which you can free a
troubled student's mind. No one has devised some
secret skills for teaching the handicapped.

Surprisingly enoUgh, you really don't need thern.
After all, the best teaching you can give to excep-
tional students is, basically, just good teaching. As a
well-trained vocational teacher you probably have
most of the teaching techniques you need in order to
help exceptional students to learn. Now you mils; be
able to put them all together, using the full range of
techniques in your teaching repertory and performing
them in the very best way you know how.

There are some additional abilities you need in
order to apply those teaching techniques in the most
effective way possible for the particular students you
have in your class. You must be able to (1) analyze
It e teaching situation and the needs of your stu-

ents, (2) select the most appropriate technique for
he situation, (3) perhaps modify or adapt the tech-
ique to make it most suitable for what you are trying

to do, and finally, (4) perform the technique according
to your personal teaching style.

INTRODUCTION
This module is concerned with a group of voca-

tional teaching techniques that are known to be espe-
cially useful for teaching exceptional students. You
will be reminded what the techniques are and will be
shown why eachsof them is important for this group of
students. Through recommendations and examples,
you will learn how to use these techniques in helping
exceptional students to learn and develop. You will
not be supplied with information on how to plan and
perform the teaching techniques. It is assumed that,
through your previous training and experience', you
will by now have achieved at least a minimal levp(Of
proficiency in these skills. Of course, you may wish to
refresh your knowledge and improve Our perfor-
m ance by reviewing and practicing them.

As you increase your effectiveness in instructing
exceptional students, your other students will also
benefit from your greater versatility and from your
improved and expanded proficiency. This module,
however, has a somewhat narrowef aim. It id specifi-
cally designed to help you achieve competence and
confidence in applying teaching techniques, perhaps
in special ways, to the instruction of exceptional
students.
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
Objectives

-1*studtgiftMes,,,_
*rragr.";:77,41:00,

Enabling Objectives:
1. After completing the required reading, critique the per-

formance of a vocational teacher in a given case study in
applying the basic principLes governing the provision of
instruction to students with exceptional needs (Learning
Experience f).

2. After completing the required reading, identify the in-
structional techniques'and actMties appropriate for the
exceptional needs of students described in given case
situations (Learning Experience ll).

Prerequisites
The mddules in Category L are not designed for the pro-
spective teacher with no prior training and/or experience.
They assume that you have achieved a minimal level of skill
in the core teacher competencies of uistructional planning,
execution, and evaluation. They then build on. or expand
that skill level, specifically in terms of serving students with
special/exceptional needt.

A
In addition, to complete this module, you should have de-
fined or redefined your educational philosophy to include
your responsibility for serving students with exceptional
needs; and you should have competence in identifying and
diagnosing the needs of these students. If you do not
already meet these requirements, meet with your resource
person to determine what method you will use to do so One
option is to complete the information and practice activities
in the following modules:

. Prepare Yourseff to Serve Exceptional Students,
Module L-1

Identify and Diagnose Exceptional Students, Mod-
ule L-2

9
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Resources
A list of the outside resources that supplement those
contained within the module follows. Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional refer-
ences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get as-
sistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary. Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions or in assessing your progress at any time.

Learning Exper/lenc(e I
No outside resources

Learning Experience II
Optional

A local community and/or school that you can use,
to identify the range and types of specialists and
special services typically available to students with
various exceptional needs.
A local community in which you can locate appropri-
ate Job sites that students could visit, to use as a
basis in developing a job-site resource package.
Supplementary references on how to develop stu-
dents' creativity and ability to think divergently, by
such authors as Sidney J. Parnes, Carl R. Rogers,
E, Paul Torrance, and Frank E. Williams.
A special education, remedial, ar accelerated class
that you can visit and observe to identify additional
techniques you coUld use.

Learning Experience III
Required

An actual teachirfg situation infwhich you can use
inqtructional techniques to meet the needs of excep-
tional students.
A resource person to assess your competency in
using instructional techniques to meet the needs of
exceptional students.



Terminology
Special/Exceptional Needs. Referreskto in the modules
simply as exceptional needs, this tea5 refers to those
needs that may preyent a student from succeeding in regu-
lar vocational education classes without special considera-
tion and help. The following types of students are Included
in our definition of students with exceptional needs.

Persons enrolled invrograms nontraditional for their
sex (e.g the male in home economics)
Adults requinng retraining (e.g., displaced home-
makers, technologically displaced)
Persoris with kmited English proficiency
Members of racial/ethnic minority groups
Urban/rural economically disadvantaged
Gifted and talented
Mentally retarded,-,
Sensory .& physically inipaired

General Iniormation
For information about the general organization of each
performance-based teacher education (PBTE) module,
general procedures for its use, and terminology that is
common to all the modules, see About Using the National
Center's PBTE Modules on the inside back cover. For more
in-depth information on how to use the modoles in teacher/
trainer education programs,-you may wish to refer to three
related documents:

The Student Guide to Using Performance-Base 4, Teacher
Education Materials is designed to help orient pr &vice and
inservice teachers and occupational trainers to BTE in gen-
eral and to the PBTE materials
The Resource Person Guide to Using Performance:Based
Teacher Education Materials can help prospective resource
persons to guide and assist preservice and inservice teachers
and occupational trainers in the development of professional
teaching competencies through use of the -PBTE modules It
also includes lists of all of the module cornpetenCies, as well as
a listing of the supplementary resources and the addresses
where they can be obtained.
The Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based
Teacher Educition is designed to help those who will ad-

. minister the PBTE program It contains answers to implemen-
tation questions, possible solutions to problems, and alterna-
tive courses'of actions



/

Learning Experience I

"I

OVERVIEW

After cornnieting the required reading, critique the performance of a vocational
..1,4(iher.in a, girph Case study in applying the basic principles governing the

.

grovistorfl iof nstruction to.students with exceptional needs.

Bc*Ption* *deb pp: 8-14.
l'-ba4eadillhe information sheet, Basic Principles in Instructing

8oiLwilite readingthe Case Study, p. 15, and critiquing the performance of
-lbirteiChefde*Cribed,.

-

:
4$.61.1-1/111,1*-evalUating-your competency in critiquing the teacher's perfoy'
Mance.in'epPlying the basic principles governing the proviiion of instruction to
ptudentS'withiotbeptional needs by comparing.your completed critique with
**del Critque, pp. 17-18.
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For informationteaching

of students,
on how the basic principles of good instruction apply to the

with exceptional needs, read the following information
sheet.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
'IN INSTRUCTING EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

Vocational teachers who have exceptional stu-
dents in their classes will need to take unusual care in
delivering instruction to them. The techniques of in-
struction will have to be selected thoughtfully and
applied with precision in order to (1) increase learn-
ing and (2) foster the kind of personal growth and
development that are so much needed by excep-
tional students.

These instructional techniques arenot necessarily
uniquely designed for use with exceptional students,
however. They are basically the same techniques
that any good teacher uses. Good teaching pro-
motes learning, whether the students who receive it
are "average," healthy, and well cared for, or are
students who carry with them a whole variety of ex-
ceptional needs.

The instructional techniques that you, as a voca-
tional teacher, will be using with exceptional students
do not have to be learned separately, over and above
those you normally apply to your subject matter and
your other students. Rather you will need to modify
and adapt the way in which you go about teaching,
seeking the best methods by which to reach the
individuals in your classes. Much of the selection and
application process is a matter of common sense,
personal sensitivity, and good judgment.

In this module, you will be reminded about a num-
ber of teaching techniques with which you are prob-
ably familiar. Your attention will be drawn to the im-
portance of the techniques to exceptional students.
And you will be given some examples of how the
teaching techniques might be used in teaching cer-
tain exceptional students.

There is some hazard in this. You may mistaken-
ly infer that there is some sort of prescribed method

that should be used with each group of special
studentsfor slower learners you use this set
of techniques; for physically handicapped students,
that set. Such is not at all the intent of the module. It is
true that in writing about exceptional students it may
be convenient to deal with categories or groups. But
as a teach eryou must deal with individualseach a
Unique and Worthy person, each needing your spe-,
cial skill and help.

Identifying students, as, for example, having phyii-
cal handicaps is useful in determining some excep-
tional needs that they might have. However, you are
cautioned not to label your exceptional students as
being only 'economically disadvantaged" or "physi-
cally handicapped" or "nontraditional." Such labeling
can do a great disservice to students by placing them
exclusively in a group with whom they share just one
characteristic. Concentrate instead on the unique-
ness of individuals and attempt to work with them,
using thoroughly leamed techniques to solve the par-
ticular problems they pose.

There are some basic principles of instruction
that apply equally well to most of the exceptional
students you are likely to meet in your classes, as:

-well as to the so-called "average" students. In addi-
tion, among the various broad categories of special
techniques available, individualizing instruction
holds great potential for dealing with the unique
needs of your students. Finally, the pnnciple of re-
inforcement of learning can be effectively applied to
a wide range of'instructional situations and student
characteristics. Each of these three broad topics will
be dealt with here, with some recommendations for
particular techniques and their application.

8
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Basic PrinCiples of Ins ruction

Teaming
,

It is important to remember thar, in planning and
delivering instruction for 'exceptional students, you
are mit alone. There are prob bly others in your
School who have special skills, pon Whom you can
call.

If you are teaching students with limited English
proficiency, for example, yo0 can work with a lan-
guage instructor to, devis 'instniction sheets and
audiovisual materials in ie student's native lan-
guage. A paraprofessionaJ may be able to come to
your laboratory sessions' o work individually with a
student who require's much direction and repetition.
Otherinstructors, school'counselors, aides and para-
professionals, volunteers from the community, itiner-
ant teachers, and interpreters may be available
to Odntributeftheir expertise to your instruaional
problem. ,

4

Som timesyou may wish tO work with one of these
individuaJs on one particurar problem. If you are
working w th several exceptional students, it may be

'good tO use a team approach. That is, one or more
otherS can share responsibility with you in delivering
the instruction best suited to yo,ur students' needs.

You as the teacher will benefit from the poolirig of
effort and resources,which should result in increased
student learning. This is important to exceptional stu-
dents; involvement of a variety of persons, as well as
.the various approaches they can bring, can more

readily provide the attention, direction, and personal
concern they need.r

yaiiety
The advantages of variety also extend to the in-

structional techniques that you individually incorpo-
rate in your teaching of exceptionat students. It
easy to become limited to using a few techniques yoy
know you can use well and feel comfortable in using.
However, to meet the learning styles of your excep-
tionaPstudents, you should expand your repertory.

For the slower learner, you might prepare a hands-
on experience with clearly defined steps. For the
more capable learner, you might simply set:ye as a
resource person while the student devises and com-
pletes his/her own project on, for instance, an ckigi-
nal design. You might give an oral examination to a
student with limited English proficiency and use an
advanced retraining student to assess the perforl
manceoof a beginner.

The wider the variety of teaching techniques you
have available to you, the more likely you are to be
able to match your instruction to the specific needs of
your students. Variety also will help students who
have short interest and attention spans to maintaiti
interest in the subject.

Pacing
In a way, pace is another form of variety in instruc-

tion. Pace is the rate oi speed of instruction. It may
refer to the rate at which you deliver a single lesson or
to the rapidity With which one unit of instruction or one
activity follows another. In _either, case, tfle good
teacher is able to control the pace at which instruc-
tional events take place in the classroom or labora-
tory and to prevent them from moving in a helter-
slselter fashion.

In presenting a demonstration, for instance, you
might slow the procedure, frequently pausing to pro-,

vide time for the student with limited English profi-
ciency to formulate a question. In group activities, the
closing of one activity andlhe beginning of another
should permit all students td complete the first set of
tasks before being given new ones.

The proper pace may well vary evei for one stu-
dent. For example, a wheelchair- und student
might be giyen extra time to comple e a physically
demanding task that Involves considerable move-

9

1 To gain skill in identifying the many types of individuals available to assist
you, you may wish to refer to Module L-3, Plan Instruction lor Exceptional
Students
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ment around the shop.That same student might be
held o a fiast pace in 'doing a writing assignment.

ceptional students, in general, should beiindi-
v.idually paced in their learning to maintain their prog-
ress and Verest, yet avoid the frustrations and fail-
urd that unduvressure may cause.

Orientihtion
Early in the program, you will undoubtedly be ori-

enting your whole class to (1) your particular class-
room and laboratory, (2) the procedures you will be
using, and (3) the instructional expectations you
have for your students. The exceptional students in
your class will be participating' in this orientation.' (3ut
if a general orientation is inadequate for them, they
may require some additional attention.

-For example, physically _handicapped students
may need additional orientation on how they are to
operate certain machines, where controls are lo-
cated, or where they are to be seated during lectures
and demonstraticins. In such programs as cosme-
tology, food services, and health occupations, some
students may need to be oriented to the instructor's
expectations about their personal hygiene and
grooming.

In planning an orientation, it is important that the
characteristics of each exceptional student be con-
sidered and that nothing be taken for granted. The
orientation should be designed to get each student
off to a successful and safe start.

As a part of onentation, you will probably discuss
the program or course objectives with your students.

Those objectives may have been modified some-
what to meet the needs.of exceptional. students
Each exceptional student should understand the na-
ture of those differences as they apply to him/her If
there are some general objectives that certain stu-
dents will not be expected to meet for any reason,
they should know that. If, because a student has
different occupational goals,-there are additional ob-
jectives to be met, that should be made clear from the
start.

,

Not onlyshould the objectives be clear to the stU-
deAts ,involved, but those students should be in
agraernent with them so they do not perceive them as
condescending, patronizing, or inappropriate. Only
when students tinderstand the program goals
and objectivesand see them as relevant and
attainablewill they be able to give them their best
effort.

Consistency and Fairness.
Related to the need for adequate orientation is the

general principle that all students should be treated
consistently and fairly. It is possible, unintentionally,
to treat the exceptional student unfairly in two diamet
ncally opposite ways (1) by placing unreasonable
demands on a student who is incapable of meeting
those demands or (2) by making such great conces-
sions that the student feels set apart from the peer
group and patronized by the teacher Either at these
u nfair treatments may be committed with the best
iritentionsprompted by anxiety for the student and
ignorance of the student's actual needs. But the
effect is destructive nonetheless.

In order to ensure consistency and fairness to all
students (including those considered to be "aver-
age"), routine shop tasks should be rotated so that
everyone takes a turn at each one:Similarly, leader-
ship roles or other responsibilities should be as-
signed so that all students have equal opportunity to
experience these.ittles.

In secondary schools, the same level of behavior
should be expected of exceptional stydents as of
others, and disciplinary measures should be applied
ih an even-handed way. Similarly, a student with prior
skill in an area (through previous employment or
training) should be required to follow the same safety
procedures as the rest of the class, regardless of the
expertise he/she supposedly has. Good safety pro-
cedures are good safety proceduresfor everyone.

It is also a matter of fairness to ensure that all
students are continually involved in relevant and val-
uable learning activities. Time-on-task (the amount
of time a student spends on a learning task) has been
shown to be n important factor in the rate of student
learning. May exceptional students can profit

10



greatly by increasing the time they are actually
contact with and paying attention to the learning situ
ation. This means that keeping students 'involved"
by using time-filling activities or busy work is not
acceptable. You must design tasks related to the
objectives to be achieved and then work constantly
and consistently with the students to keep thenvon
task.

Integration
One of your objectives in dealing with students

who have exceptional needs should be to instill in
them pride in their work, in themselves, and in the
classroom group to which they belong. This feeling of
self-worth is most crucial to the development of those
who have been constantly set apart and who have so
often lasted failure. You will need to make the hand-
icapped, the disadvantagedany students who are
"different"know that they ace integral members of
your class.

One way to do this is to facilitate interaction among
your students through large-group and small-group
discussion. It is important to provide an opportunity
even for the student who has difficulty in communi-
catingto contribute something to the process. The
artistic handicapped student could be assigned to do
a bulletin board. Slower leamers can be assigned
regular taskssuch as passing out suppliesthat
give them responsibility and a sense of pride in being
a part of the group.

Individualization

The principles of individualiting instruction should
be well known to you through your previous study of
teaching and perhaps through your own experience.
Individualization involves setting objectives and pro-
viding learning experiences to achieve those objec-
tives according to the needs, interests, and abilities
of the student. Individualization has, of course, been
accepted in education as a valuable instructional
approach and is widely practiced in vocational edu-
cation programs. It must be given an even more
thorough application in working with exceptional stu-
dents.

Do not confuse individualized instruction with hav-
ing each student dop ! something completely dif-
ferent. Individualization\does mean meeting indi-
vidual needs. But these needs can be met, generally,
through a mix of large-group, small-group, and indi-
vidual activities. Students share needs For the most
part, individualizing instruction for exceptional stu-'
dents is simply a matter of using the usual methods

-Remember, however, the principle of fairness.
Certainly, it is true that you 'should assign tasks to
students that they are capable of performing suc
cessfully. However, you need to be d9reful not to
relegate all the boring, menial tasks to the mentally
retarded student, while the other students are as-
signed more interesting thiggs.

In addition, sorne exceptional students (e.g., those
in programs nontraditional for their sex, the mentally
retarded, the and those with lirnit.ed
English proficiency) y need to be actively en-
couraged to take a role of equality in their group The
vocati9nal student organization is an excellent ve-
hiCle for accomplishing this. Through your leader-
ship, exceptional students may become fully in-
volved in vocational student organization activities
and eventually take some positions of responsibility

Simply requiring or encouraging membership in
the organization is not enough, however. You must
work to ensure that the students have rerbedial help
(e.g., extra sessions on parliamentary procedure) if
they need it to participate fully. You should also work
with the organization to ensure that its activities are
designed to provide opportunities for aU students to
be actively involved. Activities should draw on and
develop each student's talents and strengths.'

2 To gain skill in integrating exceptional students into the regular class-
room, you rnay wish to refer to Modufe 1-6, Promote Peer Acceptanue of
Exceptional Students
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and materials in a more organized and thorough
fashion.

To.begin with, your total program should be based
on an analysis of the tasks or competencies required
in the occupation. Because of this, your exceptional
-students can be accommodated in the prografh with
a minimum of disruption or restructuring. lqie pro-
gram competencies, for one thing, can be reviewed
in the light of the students' capabilities and occupa-
tional goals. They can then be readily selected and
sequenced to suit those unique capabilities and
goalskeeping in mind occupational requirements,
of course.

The use of multimedia learning packages is now
becoming widespread and is a boon to the teacher
who is trying to provide individualized instruction.
Well-designed learning packages (e.g., lierning ac-
tivity packages, modules, or learning guides) can be
used by students with various needs.



Hearing-impaired students, for example, can use
pnnt matenals and other visuals to achieve compe
tence in the designated skill Visually impaired stu
dents and those with reading deficiencies can profit
from the audio versions cif the information sheets
Slower and more capable learners can individually
proceed at their own best rate to achieve success

You may wish to supplement the packages to pro-
vide the range of learning activities required, but this
is a relatively easy matter once the basic package is
developed.

Another form of individualized instruction
computer-assisted instruction (CAI)is available
in some schools and shduld be used wherever pos-
sible CAI has been proven effective where thor-
oughly prepared and tested programs have been
developed. Long.associated with high-level learning
in the technological fields, programs are now avail-
able for vanous basic skills and beginning learners.
Of course, time of learning is not a factor in CAI, but
success is. Working with a computer terminal can be
enormously fascinating to certain types of students
holding their attention and keeping them on task as
almost nothing else can,

Even without .computer-assisted instruction or
well-developed learning packages, however, you
can do much to individualize instruction through sim-
ple common-sense strategies. Students with lim-
ited English proficiency can be given assignments
that help them not only to achieve the occupational
skill 'but also to learn new vocabulary words. Stu-
dents with different racial/ethnic baCkgroynds can go
on personal field trips or visits designed to help them
understand the conditions of the, work place and ex-
pectations of American employers.

On a day-to-day level, you cah schedule some
tirh, even though brief, to observe and conferwilh
eac student during every laboratory pariod. As you
reco ize 9pediments to learnieg, you can repeat a
short emonstration for a student, solve a problem
about n inaccessible machine control, or create a
diffe4it project activity to help the student master a
new kill. These kinds of quick and discrete teaching

'eve s can clear the path for learnin§ and help ex-
ceptionAl students avoid the sense of crushing frus-
tration and failure caused by problems they have no
way of solving themselveS.

You should not forget the possi ity of haviA stu-
dents help other students as a ay to increase
individualization Experienced andjnature individu-
als can work with beginners,ettfer in a structured
"buddy system" or in informal situations that you set
up to meet a nett. An Anglo student who speaks
Spanish, for example, can be paired with a newly
arrived Spanish-speaking student, to the bene,fit of
both. A sensory impaired student can use the eyes or
ears of a. fellow student to get around in the lab or
read the assignments.

For accelerated students in particular, the u4e of
case studies can be a strategy for individualization
The case studies may be hypothetical ones that you
develop, or they may be based on students' experi-
ences on the job. Probably the greatest benefit of
casd studies is that they are a form of simulation and
can be used to give studenis an opportunity to work
on their cow to solve real-world problems in a cre-
ative way.

12



Reinforcement

Every time you give a word cif praise to a student
who has done a good job, award,a high rating for a
project, 'nod approvingly as a student 'answers a
question correctly, or display aeampleof a student's
'work, you are prdviding positive reinforcerhent bf
learning. The basic principles bf reinforcement are
now a staridard ,feature of learrung theory and are
commonly used bi good teachers.

Briefly, positive reinforcement means providing
some form of reward when desired behavior is
demonstrated, on the principle that sucki behavior will
then be repeated. Rewards can take the form of
approval, praise, privileges, or tangible gifts
whatever the sttident perceives as valuable and

It is Vlidely recognized that students who, fopwhat-
ever n, have difficulty in succeeding respond
mar itively to reinforcement than high achievers
and m re successful learners. Thus, as a vocational
teacher witfi exceptiondl studentswhose excep-
tion alities hinder theik ability to succeedyou should
certainly make generous use of positive reinforce-
ment. Tob often exceptional students have had few
successes and haVe received infrequent positive re-
inforc4Ment for what they have done.

0 All the means cif positive reinforcement you regu-
larly, use in your teaching can be applieAleaching
exceptional students. Some additions and changes
in strategy may also be helpful.

For example, some, exceptional students may
need to be helped to accept delayed gratification

,. rewards that come after a period of time oi afterthe
completion of a long-terin, complex task. This,can be
accomplished by ,giving reinforcement frequently at
first, Ihen gradually lengthening the time between
reinforcementa Early on, you can provide immediate
and frequent success experiences. As time goes on,
you can increase the difficulty of and time allowed for
trie task so that success takes place at wider in-
tervals,

In addition, constructive criticism, when it is
needed, should not be withheld from the exceptional
student. However,- it should always be given in a
positive manner. It is essential that the student under-

0

stand that it is the action or product thafils. being
criticyed, not his/her value or wroth as an individual.

In this regard, students must learn froni you that
sortie failure and some critieism are a normal and
expected part of life. Failures will occur when they are
on the job, and employers and supervisors will criti-
cize their work.

Thus, Our own vocational program should help
students achieve a healthy level of acceptance, of
temporary "failures" and criticism. You Can increase'
your expectations gradually yntil a job-entry level of
skill is achieved, providing regular feedback (a form
Of reinforcerrient) to students as they proceed:In this
way, you can provide the supportive, accepting envi-
ronment required to promote learning. At the seine
time, you will be developing students' feelings of
self-worth and easing their transition into the real
world.

The use of feedback deserves a further reminder.
Some of your students, for example, may come from
backgrounds that have provided few buides for
growth and positive development. They will need
constant feedback from you so they can learn what is
acceptable and-what is not acceptable. Some stu-
dents with obvious, severe physical impairments
maw, have been protected from the realities of life to
sucki an extent that they have no accurate measure
for knowing how welithey are doing. You will need to
correct and constructively criticize the work of the
student on crutches just as you would others, even
though providing this kind of equitable and real feed-
back may be painful to you at first.

Much can be done to provide'positive reinforce-
ment through the atmosphere you 'create in your
vocational classroom and laboratory.' Over a period
of time, you can foster a nonthreatening learning
environmentone that is relaxed rather than tense,
where feelings can be expressed, where good r=
are accepted,, where all students are treated with
dignity, and'where students can request sriecial help
without reluctance or embarrassment.

3 To gain skill in creating an appropnate classroom environment, you may
wish to refer to Module L-5, Modify the Learning Environment for Evcep-
tonal Students
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You yourself are the most critical factor in this
situation, for you are the role model your students will
tend to follow. If you treat a student wit4.a severe
disfigurement fairly and without discomfort or un-
ease, yOur other students are morelikely to do the
same. If you accept the Ione male student in a nurs-
ing class matter-df-factly, the possible tensions will
be greatly reduced. If you encourage a nontraditional
student to participate in leadership activities in your
vocational student organization, acceptance by the
group will be speeded.

14

There are other ways in which role 'models can be
used to reinforce student learning. For example, a
guest speaker who is black, and whotas "made it" in
your occupational area, can serve as a powerful role
model and, therefore, reinforcement for an insecure
black student.

Successful Handicapped workers can be used as
resource Rersons as you work to modify your shop for
handicapped students. At the smile time, they can
provide reinforcement for Those students. Outside
experts, in general, Can aid students in gaining a
realistic view of the world of work and help them
come to terms with their own potential and limi-
tations. -

It may not even.be necessary to go outside your
own program to find such persons. An experienced
worker back for retraining can be encouraged to
share with 'peers instruction-related information and
skills acquired through previous employment. An ex-
offender preparing for a new occupation may be able
to help other students through the insights he/she
has gained.

Finally, you can reinforce legning by creating a
positive environmentone in which students can
grow personally. Slower learners can experience
(perhaps for the first time) continued positive
achievement and closure on a task. You can struc-
ture the work of the economically disadvantaged stu-
dent so he/she can produce a valuable product or a
useful service. Displaced hornemakers in your pro:
gram can, through success and reward, develop a
pride of ownershipin their work and in them-
selvesthat they have seldom had before.

i 4
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Read the following case study describing how Marjorie Schwartz, a vocational
feather, applied the principles-governing the provision of instruction to stu-
dents with exceptional needs. As you mad, try to determine what Ms. Schwartz
is doing right,. what she is doing wrong, and what she should have done
instead. Then prepaie a written critique of Ms. Schwartz's performance in
applying these principles.

CASE STUDY .

!
Marjorie Schwartz was very anxious about bow,

she could possibly meet all the vatious needs of th
students in her vocational class. One student, Pau ,

had- beqh employed in a related area and did n t,
therefore, need some of the trainirig she usually p
vided. 'Another student, Angelo, who was from
econdmically disadvantaged family, .seemed to flail.
no matter what Ms. Schwartz tried. As soon a he
failed, he lost interest. Two mentally retarded stu-
dents, Anne ahd Earl, has been mainstreameq into
her class. They were achieving slowly but taki g up
huge amounts of her time in the process. The est of

1
the students in the, class fell somewhere in e so-
called "average" range of needs and abilities.

Since funds were limited, Ms. Schwartz k ew that
she had none of ,the devicescomputer- ssisted
instruction, learning packages, etc.th would
have allowed her to individualize instgictio . So she
planned instead 'to do the following. She w uld teach
her classes 'according to her usual plais, which
would work for the majority of the class. rhen, she
would use a buddy system, pairing both Anne and
Earl with Paul to do any lab work. That way, Paul
could provide the extra help needed, and at the same
time, he would be productively involved until such

`time as she began to cover material that Was new to
him.

She put this plan into motion, and, things seemed to
be going well. She sensed some frustration on Paul's
part, but he was effective in working with Anne and
Earl. He not only provided instruction but even made
sure they cleaned up the lab area for the three of
them at the end of each class. Paul was sometimes
late to class, it's true. But Ms. Schwartz decided not

I

to make an issue of it since he didn't need the mate-
rial he was missing and was, after all, doing her, a
favor.

One day as she was monitoring work in the labora-
tory, Ms". Schwartz noticed that Anne and Earl weren't
keeping up at all, despite Paul's efforts, and that
Angelo had ruined,his assigned materials and, thus,
was, sitting 'idle and daydreaming. Frustrated, she
had the students finish 'up and then reassembled the
students into a large group. She explained, once
agairi,the objectives of the assignment, what exactly
they were supposed to do, why it was important, and
how crucial it was for everyone to keep up.

She didn't want to discourage Anne and Earl, so
she mentioned that slie was very pleased with their
perseverance. She said that she knew it wasn't easy
for them -and she appreciated their willingness to
keep trying.

Then, looking at Angelo, she said that materials
were &rifted and expensivethat students who
didn't care enough not to waste materials, who
weren't even interested,.might do well to reconsider
either their attitudes or their program choice. Finally,
she publicly thanked Paul for_all his efforts in helping
Anne and-Earl.

She dismissed class, noting that she had great
hopes for their work tomorrow. Paul left class first,
alone as usual. Then the rest of the students left, with
Anne and Earl looking a little discouraged and An-
gelo looking nonchalant and unimpressed as always.
Ms. Schwartz was very frustrated. What, she %ten-
dered, am I going to do?

15
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riCompare your written critique of the teacher's performance with the &lel
critique given below. Your response need not exactly duplicate the model
response; however, you should have covered the same major points.

,

..,

MODEL.CR1TIQUE .

Poor Ms. Schweiz. Her lack is notithat of funds,
but of an awareness of how much individualization
can be accomplished Without sophisticated re-
sburces, using only good instructional techhibues
and common sense.

he did0 t9 individualize a little with what she had
b?giving aulan important task (teaching) to do and
by providing Anne and Earl with the extra personal
attention they needed. However, neither ,of these(i
solutions is entirely satisfactory. \

Her aseignment for Paul violates both the principle
of fairness and that of providing all students with
releiant learning activities. Sorpe,use of itudents as
tutors is both justifiable and beneficial in that their
own skills are strengthened in the process. However;
using Paul exclusively as a tutor fails to provide him
rith the instructionat his levelthat he needs. He

akhould be spending the majority bf class time work-
ing on. specially, designed activities related to his
occupational objectives.

It is also unfair to both Paul and the other studwts
that M. Schwartz is not requiring him to abidelby the
same classroom rules as the others. Paul is allowed
to wander intb class late, and he makes sure Anne
and Earl clean up their lab areaa responsibility he
doesn't share. It is no wonder that Paul leaves class
"alone as usual." She has set him apart from, the
class as "special," His advanced skills isolated him
some; she has isolated him further. By involving him
in classroom activities, requiring him '. to follow
the same rules as everyone else, and sharing the
tutoring function imong all ,capable students, Ms.
Schwartz would create a fairer classroom envirdn-.
m ent.

Another error is rn her insistence that all students
"keep up"in other words, progress at the same
rate. Anne anct Earl, and perhaps Ahgelo, need more
time. Paul needs less time, at least initially, and per-
haps different Wks. The rest of the stpdents in the
so-called "average" range also will need varying
arnounts of time to succeed. Even without computers
and learning packages, it is possible fo vary the time ,
allowed, using simple teacher-made materials, such

p.

as infOrmation and operation sheetstto pide student
progress.

And poor Angelo. He is definitely a lost soul in this
clase. Clearly, his life experiences have not dealt him
many success experiences. Consequently, when
things go wrong, he tunes out. He cannot sustain nis
efforts with only failure ada "reward." Angelweeds a
groat deal of positive reinforcement to divert fiim from
this pattern of failure and resignation, which he
covers with an '',1-don't-care" attitude.

Alhile Ms. Schwartz sees Anne'S and Earl's need
fOr extre help and success experiences, she hasn't
gotten, past Angelo' attitude to see that he, too
needs these things. Perhaps pairing hiln with another
student would help.,Even better, instead of "monitor-
ing" the lab work, she could make an effort to spend
small amounts of time working directly with Angelo.
In 'this way, she could, make sure that he starts off,
and continues, on the right foot, and she could supply
the encouragement and reinforcement he so badly
needs.

Related to this is Ms. Schwartz's use of reinforce-,
ment. Providing reinforcement does not mean sin-
gling out individuals in a large-group:setting, whicr*
has the potential for embarrassing students. Nor
does it mean saying, in effect, "you are different and
slow and I don't expect much of you, but I appreciate
your trying" as she did to Anne and Earl. Reinjorce-
ment works igest when provided at the time it's de-
served and Of an individual basis.

Her concern that students be adequately oriented
to such things as the course objectives is correct.

, However, in this caee the problem was causd not by
a lack of orientation but by a lack of aØpropriate
individualization to allow for different skill lev s and
learning speeds.

All is not lost, however. Ms. Schwartz obviously
wants to do well and to help her students succeed. By
using the principles of good teaching, some common
sense, and a little creativity, she can probably do just
that. ,

17 .1
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Level of Performance: Your written critique of the teacher's performance should have covered the same
plajor points as the model critique. If you missed some Points or have questions about any additional points
you made, review the material in the information she" Basic Principles in Instructing Exceptional Students,
pp. 8-14, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience II

OVERVIEW

it

. .

ngthe reeked readingi. identify' the instructional techniqueSand,
riateprftexPeptidnal needs of students described in given

formation sheet, Remediation, Accommodation, and

CkrOie4.*!-)bi.#:awareness of the specialists and special
sfedentitit'compiling a.list of the remedial Specialists

t

oMpileamsource packet of materials related to Prospective
444:49t*Ogitc! visit

4

161:6a ,00`. or more supplementary Teferences Ort developing
arid blityto :think divergently: .

*0001-your resource-person-to observe the tech-
ucation;. remedial; or- Accelerated clads to
onrcias..4es:

1. 9
1 9



Case Situations, pp. 31-34, which deseribe the excep-
individual students, and identifying appropriate tech-
meet each need.

I*

.1
jt.

your competency in identifying the instructional tech-
'ate for students' exceptional needs hy compar-

e Model Responses, pp. 35-36.
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Activity The tjpes of 'S cialized instruction you will need to provide in order to meet
the needs OT y tic exceptional students can be clustered into three areas:
remediation, accommodation, and acceleration. For information on the tech-
niques that can bo used in each of these three areas, read the following
information sheet.

,REMEDIATION, ACCOMMODATION, AND ACCELERATION

Students who have spedfic learning difficulties
may require either of twa kinds of special instruction.,
They may need remediatlon, in which clearly de-
fined deficiencies are attacked and corrected. Or
they may require4cakmmodayon, in whièh you as
the teacher cha e, rn.Wify, or adapt instructional
strategies and techniques to bist meet teir existing

Bemediation Techniquies

For some of your students, who may be especially
fast learners or who have a wealth of life experience
on which to draw, you will need to use techniques
designed to accelerate progress, allowing the stu-
dents to move ahead ,at a more rapid pee. The
remainder of this information sheet explains these
three special approaches to instruction.

Remediation techniques are those that are de- 1
signed to correct a rectifiable learning deficiency. For
example, a student, new to the United States from
'the West Indies, may have dyficulty with-skills that
use the U.S. measurement systeM rather than the
metric. That student can undoubtedly succeed in.the
skiffs to be covered in your clawif he or she has
some extra help.

Such hetp can be provided by extra one-to:one
help in class from you or a peer. Or it can be furnished,
through the use of supplementary texts, audioytsu-
als, games,' and so on. It can be supplied through
specially designed outside assigninents. Or it can be
offered through special remedial classeS or tutoring.

21

Generally, providing or arranging for the necessary
remediation is a simple task and well worth the effort
if it succeeds in preparing students to participate fully
and productively in the class.

In-ctass Remediation
Your in-class remedial resources are plentiful so

long as you do not limit your thinking to what you
alone can do. Consider th,e following studenth arid
the remedial help they need:

Students whose math skills aren't quite up to par
(e.g.,,perhaps a mentally retardtd student or a
displaced homemaker, away from formal educa-
tion for 20 years, whose skills are rusty) .

Students who are unfamiliar With U.S. measure- -
ments (eig., the sfudent from the West Indies)
Students whose backgrounds did not expose
them to tools and equipment usually considered
common knowledge (e.g., an auto mechanics
student who has never had a car to tinker with
because his/her family used public trahsporta-
tion rather than cars)
Students whose parents didn't work (because of
a disability or lack of education or for whatever
reason) and who have no realiatic frame of refer-
ence regarding the world of work
Students who can read, but only slowly (e.g., a
student tbr whom English is a second language,
a mentally retarded student, or an economically
disadvantaged student in whose home books
and reading were nonexiStent)
Students who understand English only it it is
spoken slowly (e.g., a student for whom English
is a second language)
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These and other problems can be treated
in a variety of ways thin the classroom. At times
when studentstre wking on a small-group or indt-
vidtial basis (in the laboratory or in a competency- ,

based program, for example), yoi, 'fiaie the oppor-
tunity to spend small amounts of time with indi-
vidual students, adAssing problem areas requir-
ing remediation. This does uire you to do any-
thing you're not already mg' as a good teacher.
`ou're just fqcusing r attention-s-during your
one-to-one or small-broup contacts with students
on these specific problems.

.. k
,

. For example, thehome economics teacher would ?
normally circulate throughout the foold lab while stu-
dents, workingal9ne or in teamsAperform a lab
assignmeni, such as prepanng an asparagus quiche.
The teachgr monitbrs the work, assesses progress,
makes suggmtions, and prdvides help as needed. If
the student who was unfamiliar With U.S. ;easure-

,, ments were in this lab, the teacher could use this time
to provide a little remediation on measurements, at .4,/

. -time when it is especially relevant. If thb student *WC
understands English only when it is spoken slowly
Were in this lab, Vie teacher could use this time to
ensure that the student had, in fact, understood the
pre-lab lesson and ihstructions.

4

Or, consider those times wheh students are doing
reading assignments in class. This is a perfect time
for the teacher to work individually with the student
who reads slowly, to give him/her a little re edial
reading help.4

4 Jo gain skill in providing st ts with remedial reading scs , you may
wish to refer to Module M-1 Assist Students in Achieving Basic Reading
Skills, and M-2, Assist Stu ets in Developing Technical Reading Skills

A student's peers can also provide some of the
needed,rerngdiatidn. That student in the home eco-
nomics tab, fol example, could be teamed with one or
more students who are competent in m asurement,
Remember, though, the act of "teami doe not
automatically result in the provision emedial help.
A ime you wish to have students instruct other
stu ents, oti need to prepare them for this task. The
student-i structors need to understand thedrole and
the assi fence needed. The student requiring re-
mediation needs to tpderstand how that remediation
will be provided and what is expected of him/her in
the process.

Use of peers or othehulors (e.g., paraprofession-
als, aides, volunteers) is not limited to the laboratory.
Anytime students are working indikitially or in small
groups, teaming or tutoring can occur. Anytime one
student achieves an/objective and m4ters a skill
more quickly than other class membejS, that student
could be aSked to help another student requiring
remediation. If not overused, this is of heIR to both.,
students since the student-instructor reinfor es his/
her Own skill in ihe process of helping anoth r.

One-to-one remediation is t always avai tile or
of enough help, however. 1Yeither is it alwa s the
most efficient teTsbnique. Sorie students need ore
help than can tSe provided in class on a one-to- e
basis. Other students can most easily and quidkly et
the help they need by working on their own

To help thest dents, instruction ateC4Is
4

are needed. You need to . : .vail le to students
a variety of matenals (e.g, texts, workbdbks, pro-
grammed !materials, Aorksheetsinstructional
games, 8-mm film Io9p4videotapes, slide/tapes,
and'oltter materialtrft studeMs can use, on their
own, tq get the extra help they need. These can be
comrn'e 'ally prepared or teachsr-made materials

(
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A student needing remedial help in math, for exam-
ple, can be given teacher-made worksheets specifi-
cally designed So provide icistruction'and practice
in his/her problem areas. Studerrts needing simple
materials, with high-motivatiOn characteristics, can
be, given instructional games (e.g., a crossword
putzle related to tool identification, a word game to
strengthen occupational vocabulary) with which to
work.

, Bear in mind that remediation need not be lengthy
The student who isn't familiar with the "common
knowledge" tools and equipment.of the occupation
may need only to see a film loop covering float topic br
to have a handout'showing those items and their
names. By spending a little time with the film loop or
the handout, this student may be ready to go.

Students knowledge and skill levels may not be
the only things requiring remediation in class. The
exceptional needs of some students cape them to
develop behavioral problems, which can interfere
with their ability to learn and disrupt the class. Handi-
capped students who have been oiverty pampered,
emotionally immatUre mentally retarded students, or

, street-wise economicaq disadvantaged students
can all, sometimes, present behavior problems.
These problems mustbe solved, botrifor the class to
function smoothly and for the student to function on
the job later.

Severeproblems, of course, will need to bp han-
dled outside the class, perhaps- by trained spe-
cialists. For many problems, however, your use of
behavior contracting can .be very effectiv,erthis
simply means that you explain to the student why the,
behaxiior IS unacceptable and then work with him/her'
to deyelop a contract specifying how that behavior to
to chstrige. The student then' signs the contract,
agreeing to its terms. This places the responsibility
for change where it belongson the student.

Change is much 'more likely to occur when
self-imposed than when it is imposed from outside.
The motivation to change IS enhanced because the
teacher is not saying in front of everyone, "John,
please stop talking out." Instead, the teacher is say-
ing, in effect, "John; I trust you to be responsibleto
change your own behavior." Additional motivatiOn
can be provided, if necessary, by specifying a reward
the student can earn by fulfilling the contract.'

,

Outhide Assignments
Assignments to be completed outside the class-

room/laboratory can be specially designed to pro-
vide We necessary remedial help. Of course, the
print materials (e.g., handouts, woiksheets, texts)
mentioned in the privious sections can be used as

/".

,

, outsidb assignMents. In addition, however, outside
projects can be devisedperhaps as part of voca-
tional student organization activities in order to pro
, vide needed remediation.

1
One example of such an assignment would be a

community involvement project requiring stu-
dents to repeatedly apply the skills in which they
need remediation. The student needing remedial
help in English, for example, could participate in a
project that requires himAher to speak the language.
Perhaps volunteer work, such as visiting the elderly
or the hospitalized, would provide the needed prac-
tice. Or tutoring youngsters in, for example, math
might be another exarnple.

Similarly, Ihe.sq.ident who is just encountering car-
pentry tools and equipment for the fir time could
reinforce his/hir new skill in usinb those imphe tools

, by building a sandbox for the neighborho park.
, t .

,For the students who have no realistic frame of
reference concerning the world of work, a different
type of outside assignment is needed. These stu-
dents need opportunitie's to visit job sites or encour-

,agement to arrange for and make such visitS on their
own.

In order to ensure that such .visits arAproductive,
you need to follow the principles guiding the di ecbon
of any field trip. The job-site personnel need to ave a
clear understanding of the purpose Olt e visit They
need to plan' Specific activities to m that pu ose
(e.g., conducting a guided tour or aJgning th stu-
dent to a specific employee). The s nt, too, ndeds

, to have a clear idea of the riurpose of the visit and
what he or she needs to do to prepare for it (e.g ,
prepare a list of questiong to be answered).

23



Incidentally, the benefits of such visits can be
brought back into the classroom and shared very
easily. Students can be asked to prepare a report of
each visit made:(You might want to specify a particu-
lar report format.) Then, if many students need re-
mediation in this areaexposure to the world of
workstudents could present these reports orally.
These reports can also be placed in a file, which
present and future students can use to gain an under-
standing of what it's really like on the job.

Special Remedial Classes or Tutoring
One of the special remedialtechniques available

to youin varying degrees, depending on your situ-
atibnis the use of other specialists. These are
people Who are specially trained to provide regular,
intensive remedial instruction for specific problems.

Accommodation Techniques

Your secondary or postsecondary school may
ha've 'remedial reading instructors, English-as-a-
Second-Language (ESL) teachers, a corps of paid or
volunteer tutors for specific skills such as math, and
so on. These specialists may also be available within
the community.

In making use of remedial services, your role is to
do the following:

Determine exactly what remedial instruction ser-
vices are available within the whool and com-
munity. (Your school should tfiaintain a list of
such services, perhaps in the guidance office.)
Know the prescribed procedures for referring
students to these services.
Alert students to the wealth of services available
to them.
Refer students for this sort of intensive remedia-
tion when needed, or encourage them to refer
themselves.

Accommddation techniques are those that are de-
signed to help you tailor your instruction each day to
the wide variety of exceptionatneedsydu must con-
tinue to meet. In other words, you cannot rernediate
or cute students' physical and sensory handicaps;
they will continbe to govern what those studeuts can
do Your instruction, then, must be designedto ac-
commodate those students' learning capabilities. If a
student is visually impaired, for example, that limita-
ton can be accommodated by neVer relying solely on
visuals in your lessons.

Typical instructional accommodations that need to
be made when you are working with exceptional
students are use of or increased uSe of (1) concrete
activities; (2j simplified activities; (3) multisensory,
multimedia approaches; and (4) bilingual peers

ConCrete Activities
Students w se exceptional needs (e.g., mental

retardation, educationally impoverished back-
grounds) are such that they are slower leamers will
generally benefit from activities that are as real and
concrete as possible. Abstracf concepts are usually
hard lor these students to grasp. Manipulative skill
demonstrations and hands-on activities ubing actual
o jects and equipment (e.g., laboratory work, roj-

s) can increase both the ability of these studèits
to learn andthe rate at which they leam.

Since these types of activities are a normaj p
of the vocational curriculum, this should present no
problems. What may ,be necessary, however, is to
increase your use of these activities, at least with

those students who need them. Your objective
should be to provide these students with the most
real activity possible.

A manipulative skill demonstration on how to use
a piece of equipment should work well, at least as a
first step. These students may, however, need to be
able to rview the demonstration one or more times
in order toplaster the skill. In keeping with the idea of
providing .Concrete activities, it may -not be helpful
simply to review the steps orally with the students.
They need to see it again.

This can be acComplishe&M any number of ways.
You can videotape the demonstration so students
can view it later as often as needed. If yout school
has an active, well-funded media department, you
could record the demonstration steps on slide/tape
or 8-mm film loop. Or such media may be available
commercially. A less sophisticated but effective al-
ternative is to give students a simple handout illus-
trating and explaining each step of the manipulative
skill.

Once again, although you are preparing these in-
structional supplements specifically to meet the
needs of your exceptional students, remember that
they can and will be used by other students also. You
are not doing "extra ',kirk for just one or two stu-
dents." You are expandirfg your instructional options
to the potential benefit of all. The student, for exam-
ple, who was absent during your demonstration can
also benefit from the videotaped demonstration ycu
made.
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Following demonstration's, it is standard to provide
students with an opportunity to practice and apply
the skill. This kind of hands-on activity is very effec-
tive for slowei. learners. It is very important, however,
to ensure that the fools and equipment you use in the
demonstration and the students use in the laboratory
are the most up to date possible. They should be
those that the students will use on the job.

Think, for example, of a slower student you are
training to use a simple word processor, which con-
sists of an electric typewriter and an attached unit
that stores InformatiOn on magnetic cards. You can-
not assume that he or she can transfer that skill to
a different or more sophisticated word processor.
These students tend to learn specifics (how to op-
erate a particular machine), not general principles
wittt which they can master. similar machines. You'll
need to help such a student apply his/her skills to
other machines.

Consider also a presentation in which you point to
the parts of a word processor, identify each by name,
and explain what each part does. For some students
in your class, who can relate their previous experi-
ence in working with other equipment to this new
Kluipment, such a presentation maybe enough. The
slower student, however, will probably need to actu-
ally work with the machine, seeing what happens as
each button is pushed.

sear in mind that most of us learn best and most
quickly by actually trying things out. The point here is
that the "average" learner can manage, usually, with
presentption followed later by practice. For the
slower student, hpweyer, it is essential that the
hands-on experience occur during the initial presen-
tation for him/her to grasp the subject.

When working with actual objects is not posSible,
you will need to devise activities that approximate
reality, simulations, role-plays, media, visuals An
in-class preseritation on tractor maintenance, for ex-
ample, could be supplemented with visuals or media
showing pictures of actual tractors and their parts.
They are not real, but they may be the next best thing.

Similarly, instruction on customer contacts can be
supplemented with role-plays in which students get a
feel for worliing with, for example, a displeased cus-
tomer Instruction on the use of a cash regiSter can be
supplemented by student use of this machine in a
simulated store setting. Once again, these are tech-
nicfues often used in vocational classes, which work
for all students, but which are essential for slower
students.

Another type of real activity that may be required
for exceptiona) students is expbsure to the real
world of work. Some of these students may have a
very unrealistic view of the workplace and what goes
'on there. Consider, for instance, the retarded student
or the student who liVes in a neighborhood in which
few people are gainfully employed. These students
may have developed a view of work entirely from
what they have seen on televisionwhere bank tell-
ers are involved in exciting robberies, socialize a lot
with their co-workers and never do any tedious, re- -
pet itive tasks.

Such students need exposure to the realities of
work. Since they learn best not from presentations
but from actual contact, you need to arrange, inso,i4i r
as possible, to place them in actual, job situatic ns:
through carefully planned and structured field trips,
job-site visits, and on-the-job training.,

Simplified Activities
Instruction designed to accommodate the needs of

a student who learns more slowly in a particular area
may also need to be simplified. This can be accom-
plished by changing the level or the pace.

Some materials, for example, may need to be re-
written at a lower reading level. Some materials,
written at the appropriate reading level, may need to
be adapted to supplement instruction.6 The steps in
your manipulative skill demonstration, for example,
may need to be'broken down even further. Instead of
simply telling students to multiply such and such, you
may have to go throug-h each step olkiktomultiplica-
tion proceds, leaving nothing to chance, making no
assumptions.
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5 To gain skill in providing students with exposure to the real world of work,
you may wish to refer to Module L-12. Prepare Exceptional Students for
Employability.

6. To gam skill in developing simplified materials, you may wish to refer to
Module L-4, Provide Appropnate Instructional Matenals tor ,Exceptional
Students.



Pace can also be changed simply by going through
instruction more slowly. You can slow down the
speed at which you demonstrate skills and present
informatton, watching students' faces to determine
whether they are staying with you. You can stop a film
periodically to allow students to. assimilate the infor-
mation in smaller dbses During each break, you can
review what has been shown thus far and ask ques-
tions to be sure students have absorbed that much
and are ready tolo on.

SimilarIc,k you can shoNv a slide presentation more
slowly, providing a more simplified and detailed ex-
planation of each slide.ThiS allows students time to
corn prehendvach piece of information,'one at a time.
Shdes, films, demonstrations, and oral presentations
can even be completely divided into smaller parts
and presented, a part at a time, over a period of days.

Multisensory, Multimedia Approaches ,

In order to accommodate the needs of students
who pave sensory or physical handicaps, you Pust
use techniques that allow them to learn th.rozudti the
senses they do have. In other woids, you

l
use

multisensory, multimedia approaches. Again, such
approaches can only serve to benefit all studenti

Assume, for example, that you have in your class a
student who is visually impaired and a student who is
hearing imOred and can read lips. You would of
course place these students near the front of the
class to minimize their liwitations, but that is not
enough.

If your 'presentation is entely oral, how can the
hearing-Impaired student take notes? If he/she looks
down to take notes, the hpreading ceas4. Supple-
menting your lecture with handouts can solve that
problem. Showing a film will be of little value to this
student if he or she cannot hear the narrative. The
information provided in the film should be made avail-
able to the student through another medium, perhaps
a textbook, a caponed slide presentation, or a script
of the film.

Heavy reliance on visUals will be inappropriate for
the visually impaired student. This student needs a
great deal of oral instruction. If you show aaimportant
illy ration in class, you need to supplement the vis-
u perhaps with an oral explanation so that the
isually impaired ptudent, too, can "see" the illus-

tration.

In other words you need to ensure that your in-
struction includes and IS supplemented by a variety
of media targeted to several senses in order for all
students to receive the same information. The slower
learner will benefit from the opportunity to learn by
seeing, hearing, apd touching, as will the so-called
"average" student.

Bilingual_Peers and ()Meth
Another way to supplement and enhance instrik-

bon to meet the needs of exceptional students is to
use individuals who can communicate using the most
appropriate communication mode for these students.
If you have a number of hearing-impaired students,
for example, and if yoUr school has tke .resources
available, a person skilled in American sign language
could be available during your major presentations to
interpret the presentation into sign language as it is
presented.

Similarly, students who are bilingual could be
usedwithin reasonto work With students with,
limited English proficiency For example, following a
major presentation, the bilingual student could (with
preparation) conduct a small-group review of the in-
formation. He/she could ensure, through the use of
students' native language, that the information was
clearly understood. This approach has value in that
the primary sóürce Qf information is in Englishthe
language studrts will need in the world of work. Yet
it acknowledges the limits, of students', language de-
velopment and provides the additional help needed.

Bilingual students could also be called on during a
presentation or demonstration if a problem arises. If,
for example, a key point is not understood by the
student with limited English proficiency, a brief expla-

...nation in that student's native language can moye the
resson along with the minimum dffort and time.

This approach is nol limited to stpdants whose
native language is not English, either. Many English-
speaking students speak dialects or nonstandard
English, which hinders their ability to understand
standard English. Students Who understand poth
nonstandard and standard English can also help you
communicate instructional content effectively!
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refer to Module L-8, Improve Your Communiceticin Skills
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Acceleration Techniques

Students whO aie advartgagor learn rapidlythe
gifted, talented, or those ose previous life and
work experiences give them a head startalso need
special attention. They 'geed to be challtthged to
achieve all that .they are capable of. They need ac-
tivities to match the accelerated rates and levels of
learning each can handle.

However, do not make the mistake of assuming
that accelerated means unstructured. Even though
these students may sometimes be working indepen-
dently, their efforts require structure. Too ofte inde-
pendent work is less productive than it couldbe be-
cause Students are left to flounder randomly. The
gifted are just as capable as anyone else of prei-
crastinating if they lack specific direction. And how do
you 'and the student evaluate progress if there is no
set goal?

Therefore, these students need to be expos to
the components of creati e thought and the s ills of
divergent thinking. Th to learn to solv rob-
lems rationally and c e tively and how to use t skill
to design and conduct an independent study activity.
They need to develop theic, leadership skills. Sorne of
these skills can be developed irtclass; however, out-
side activities max be required to fully meet their
heeds.

Creative Problem-Solving Skills
By requiring these students to attack problem' s in

the class oo , you can increase their problem-
salving s ill on° a number of levels. The problems
themselve an become increasingly more difficult.
For exceptionally gifted/talented students, the prob-
lem to be solved may have no known solution. The
problems may be desigried to require students to
. cover, on their own, the general principles or other

I ation that is part of the curriculum or to go
beyo tbe curriculum. The solutions desired may be

*ph rward anti prescribed initially; later they
be ore alai:6471'6e -use pf case studies,

troubleshooting techniques, discoverylechniqu s,
diag tic technioues, or inquiry approaches could
all be tive in helping these students develootheir
probl -solving skills.

Problem solving is a normal activity in the voca-
tional class. Students are taught the steps in the
problem-solving process (i.e., define the problem
clearly, identify the relevant factors, gather the need-
ed4Linformation, examine possible solutioGS, select
tentative or alternative solutions, test the ,proposed
solutions, and assess tbe results). They are then
asked throughout the program or course to solve

problems using this process: problems described in
case studies, simulated problems, and actual prob-
lems.

\

For example, a agriculture student may need to
solve a written case tudy problem involving what to
feed livestock. An au mechanics student may need
to be able to diagnos: troubleshoot the problem of a
car's engine, either a p blem crtated by the teacher
or one in a car brought', om thesoutside for repair. A
culin.ary rts student may :ed to tie able to taste the
bouilla aisse and identify t e missing ingredient.

By in ving all students these kinds of activities,
you are providing the bas* that accelerated students
need in order to attac more difficult problems. The
problem-solving pr ess works equally well regard-
less of the diffic of the problem.

Your ask, then, is to provide problems of
increasing difficulty. You may develop special case
studies for these students to cover the normal class
work, with, more subtle clues provided. The malfunc-
tion you build into the car's engine, for example, may
be a litt)e more difficult to identify Or locate.

Easier still, jobs involving outsde work are likely
to have built-in problems at a more difficult !eve'. The
very talented cosmetology student can be assigned
the customer with the problem hair (overbleaching or
an irrepressible cowlick). The talented agriculture
mechanics student can be asked to deal with a com-
plicated problem on the program's tractor.
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These are one-solution problems, but students
can also learn to go beyond this level to creative
problem soMng involving solutions that depart from
the "norm." This means that when students get to
step four of the problem-soMng processidentify
solutionsthey are being asked to go beyond the
usually prescribed solution and to create new solu-
tions. They can invent, for example, an improved
tool, a tantalizing new recipe, a novel dress design, a
stylish new hair design, an improved filing system
all in response to a problem sitUation.

There ate built-in motivations to such activities.
They can be great fun for both you and the student.
You will be surprised how invigorating it can be to
create such problems for students. It can spark your
creativity as well as that of the students. And the
student,who has invented a new, usable product or
design or menu will feel an enormous sense of pride
and accomplishment, hard to duplicate through any
other activity.

Your role in this process i to devise or provide the
probrems to be solved, e suing that students can
freely create, invent, an devise solutions without
danger to themselves or others. By providing these
proplems regularly for shidents to attack individu-
allyibr in small groups, you can help them learn to
(1) "leave the beaten path" and develop solutions
that are inventive and original and (2) adapt existing

-solutions to fit other usesin other words to think
creatively and divergently.-

Independent Study
Independent study should be a natural extension

of the kinds of problem solving described in the previ-
ous sedtion. There, the problems were teacher-
devised. Here, the student can identify and attempt to
solve a problem of his/her own choosing.

To helP students structure these activities, you
could start by providing a list of prospective topics.
Students can then select a topic from the list, use
those topics to help them think of one of their own, or
select a totally original topic with your approval.

It is then important to have each student plan, in
writing, the limits of the independent study or re-
search project. This plan needs to include a clear
statement of, the problem to be solved, the activities
to be completed, and the final outcome to be pro-
duced (e.g., a product, an oral report, or a research
report). Such a plan allows the student to stretch
his/her Creative wings within a structure. His/her
goals are clear, but the solution is yet to be dis-
coVered. The plan can also include target dates to aid
the student in maintaining forward progress. Such a
plan can also take the form of a contract in which the
student agrees to complte a certain scope of work
for a certain amount of credit or for a certain grade.

Leadership Skills
Students with advanced skills may be qualified for,

leadership positions on the basis of those skills. 8ut
they may be reluctant to take on such responsibilities
or may lack the interpersonal skills required to serve
in such roles. Some accelerated students have been
isolated from their peers because of their supposed
"differences." They do not, therefore, want to in-
crease that isolation by being singled out by the
teacher for leadership roles. Other gifted/talented
students may be so advanced in their own special
interest areas that they have a hard time understand-
ing the difficulties experienced by others.

This does not mean that they shouldn't be con-
sidered for or encouraged to pursue leadership roles.
You as a teacher can do two things to help. First, you
can create an environment in which all students
have opportunity for leadership positions at some
level. All students, for example, get a turn at serving
as shop supervisor for limited periods of time or at
chairing a committee. Thus, the accelerated student
is not set apart as differentas-the only one capable
of leadership.
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Second, you can provide training or lead rship.
This training,,may be a normal part o he v ational
student organization activities. In that case, y u need'
only encourage the accelerated student to fake ad-
vantage of th it training. As a result of this trai ing and
reinforcementas part of a groupthe accelerated
student may easily decide to seek a leadership
roleone which he/she might have refused or re-
sented had it been assigned by the teacher.

The most obvious in-class leadership role you
might select ft& accelerated students is that of tutor or
teaching assistant. All of the previous guidelines ap-



ply' here, You certainly would bstified in having
these students serve in'these roles; their occupa-
tional skillsmay be exPellent.

However, you need to provide all qualifiedstudents
with" an opportunity to serve as tutors or teaching
assistant.t. -You need to ensure that these are .occa-
sional rolesthat these duties do not interfere with a
student's own education:

Finally, you need to provide these students with
adequate training to bed effective tutors and teaching
assistants. Knowing hbw to do something yourself
does not mean you can explain to someone else.
This may be especially true for the student who
seems to learn effortlessly. In some cases, that stu-
dent may have trouble spotting anOther student's
problem area. Thus, training is required to help these
students successfilly instruct other students.

Outside Activities
Opportunities for challenge are also available

through outside resources. You can helpby identify-
ing these opportunities and informing students about
them. You can also offer support, encouragement,
and reinforcement when studentsdo participate.

This may not always be quite as simple as it
sounds. It requires a strong self-concepton the
teacher's partto accept that a student is accom-
plishing things at, perhaps, a higher level than the
teacher. You also need to expand yoUr thinking be-
yond vocational education, per se, to identify these
opportunities.

In terms-of occupational skills, you could help
really accelerated students locate sucti opportunities
for advanced training or practice as the following:

Classes offered in adull everling education pro-
grams or a t local two- or four-year educational
institutions
On-the-job training through mentorships, intern-
ships, or shadowing ("following" an employee
around and observing what his/her job involves)
Involvement in community programs or projects
that require the student to apply and expand
his/her occupational skills

You can also help students locate challenges out-
side vocational education per sechallenges that
nonetheless help the student occupationally. For
example, you rhight identify such opportunities as the
following:

Leadership training programs
Programs designed to increase interpersonal
skills

04 Clubs devqted to problem solving, debate,
science fiction, futuri0m, or similar thought-
provoking endeavors
Local, state, and national competitions that
encourage creativity (e.g., contests sponsored
,by junior MENSA [a club for people with high
[Qs], creathte problem-solving contests, essay-
writing contests, speaking competitions, design
competitions)

In short, by identifying and Making use of the many
techniques, materials, and other resources available
to you as a teacher, you can provide good instruction
to any student, whether that student needs remedi-At
ation, accommodation, acceleration, or "regular" in-
struction. Oood instruction isn't necessarily expen-.
sive. It just requires attention to individuals and their .
indiyidual needs.
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In order to increase your awareness of the range and types of specialists and
special services typidally available to students with various exceptional needs,
you may wish to (1) identify what resources of this type are available in your
present geographic area and (2) compile a list of these resources.

Y u could check with guidance staff or student seryices staff at elocal school
with serviceagencies in the community. Don't neglect the Yellow Pages of
phone book as a resource in locating potential services.

N E: Before making contacts, check with your resource person. If a large
number of people are working on this module, it is important that local schools
and other agencies not be deluged by irdividuals all asking the same ques-
tions.

0

If you are an inservice teacher or a preservice teacher who knows where you
will be teaching, you may wish to start work on a job-site resource packet.
InCluded in this packet could be one or more of the following:

.

A list of appropriate job sites that you have identified locally
Additional information concerning each job site (e.g., special features of the
site, contact persons)

s

If you are interested in learning more about how to develop students' creativity
anti ability to think divergently, you may wish to read one or more supple-
mentary references. You could locate these references by checking the library .
for works by the following four leabing authors in this area: Sidnq J. Pames,
Carl R. Rogers, E. Paul Torrance, and Frank E. Williams.

. -
The focus of many of these references is on the elementary education level,
since that is where rnpch of work in this area has been done. However, the
principles are the samb for the secondary or postsecondary level:and rnany of
the activities could be easily adapted to your vocational classroom. Many
references also contain a bibliography listing other references you may wish to
read.

. -.

You rnay Nish to arrange through your resource person to visit a special
education, remedial,°and/or accelerated class. By observing such classes,
you rnay be able to identify additional techniques' that could be used or
adapted for use in your own classes with your own exceptional students.

c
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Each of the folibwing case situations describes the exceptional needs of a
given student. Read each situation and then describe in writing what instruc-
tional techniques and activities would be appropriate to meet that student's

0
needs. .

CASE SITUATIONS

..

1: Matilda is an extremely bright and talented student, with a real aptitude for the skills she is learning.
English`is, however, her second language. Consequently she sometimes can't keep up with a com-
plicated presentation or demonstration. '

,

\

1-

2. Roger i's mentally retarded. In an attempt to meet Roger's needs, his teacher selected a 56-minute film,
which covered the necessary information using very simple visuals and simple explanations. However,
when the teacher questioned Roger latyr, it becarrfe clear that Roger had learned very little from the film.

,
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3. Maureen is considered gifted, but she finds this a burden. All she really wants is to be one of the girls. She
. has disoovered that some of the students will accept her if she gives the teacher a hard time. With her

quick mind and verbal skill, this is easy.

4. Marguerite is progressively losing her sight. She can Still see the chalkboard but it is a continuat Straip
for her.

5. Manuel is a. thir,d-generation American and is bilingual, speaking both EpWish and Spanish fluently. He is
an average student in some areas such as math, but when it comes tgwoNing on automobile transmis-
sions, he is way ahead of his teacher.
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6. Ruth is mentally retarded. She achieved well in business class and was placed on the job through a co-op
program. Her evaluations on the job are not promising, however. Her on-the-job instructor reports that
she cannot use the adding machine, although you know full well that she passed the competency test
covering that skill in class. i

,

7. George has been totally deaf since birth, but his parents have sheltered him from the possible cruelties of
the real world and have provided him with the best teachers of the deaf. George signs and reads lips

, fluently.

. 0.

8. Clyde comes from a low-incomelamily in the inner city. He is a good student and is determined to clam
lots of money. He doesn't want to start at the bottom of the emplOment ladder. He figures that, with his

\C-k.-

skills and drive, he can start at the topor pretty close to it.

,
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9. Mario loves fbod. He loves t6 eat exotic dishes at gourmet restaurants. Consequently, he has decided to
become a cook. Mario is the first male to enroliin this teacher's class, and she is glad that the barriers 0
breaking down. Mario is very excited and can't wait to get going. Since his mother has never let him
"her" kitchen, his interest has been previously frustrated.

I
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10. Candy is mentally retarded and has a Idw reahg level. The teacher has been providing her with special
materials, geared to this level, but Candy still cah't seem to grasp anything given to her in written form.
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Compare your written responses to the case situations with the model
responses given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses; however, you should have covered the same major points.

-`)

MODEL, RESPONSES

needs botti accommodation and re-
referred toan ESL teacher

er, she can eventually
now, however,

mplicated

mediation.
or remedial reading t
hope to master English.
she needs help in dealing with
presentations and demonstrations.

One technique to use would be to uricompli
them by presenting them in smaller doses or
more slakly or more simply. Another option
would be to supplement each presentation with
handouts, covering the same material, that
Matilda can review using all the time she needs.
A bilingual peer could also be used to assist
Matilda by explaining really complicated parts
in Matilda's native language.

needs to be placed on instruction that is oral in
nature. Visuals need to be described. Written
materials need to be available in large-type
texts or on audiotape whenever possible.

5. Manuel's strengths can be tappedwithin rea-
son. He can be asked to tutor students with

- limited English proficiency whose native lan-
guage is Spanish. He can translate a word or
idea during class if there is a communication
reakdown. He can be asked to tutor or serve

a teaching assistant when the topic is trans-

2. Roger's problem is, in all likelihood, not the
level of the film but its length. Asking him to
absorb 50 minutes' worth of information is un-
realistic. Roger needs tobe provided with this
information a little at a,tithis could be done
with short presentations, mini-demonstrations,
brief media presentations (e.g., film loops),
concrete activities, or simple written materials.
If, however, the film is the best medium, logical
stopping points in the film should be identified,
and then it should be presented in small sec-
tions.

3. Maureen'..,5 problem is now a behavior problem,
which is disrupting instruction. She may, of
course, need your help in dealing with what she
considers to be her problem: her giftedness,
which is isolating her from her peers. She may
need counseling. She needs help in gaining her
'peers' acceptance.

However, the instructional problem that needs
to be solved immediately is her behavior.
A behavior contract could be effective in this

A- case, helping Maureen identifY in the contract
,both unacceptable behaviors and behaviors
she could implement to attempt to achieve her
own goal of acceptance.

4. To ensure that Marguerite has the fUll benefit of
the instruction provided, without being forced
to strain continually to get it, Thore emphasis

mi ns.

He so be encouraged to pursue his spe-
cial inte st in transmissions by enrolling in
an outsid course, serving an internship with a
transmissi n specialist, or doing an indepen-
dent study to create an improved transmission
design. H can be given difficult -troubleshoot-
ing assig ents involving transmissions.

However, his skill with treansmissions should nbt
*allowed to obscure the %LI that
areas, such as math, he need
lar" instruction.

6. Perhaps Ruth forgot all she learned and needs
remediation. More likely, however, she learned
on one type of machine and is now being asked
to use a different type. Ruth probably can't
apply what she knows to the new machine.

To prevent this from happening, students like
Ruth heed to be taught to use the actual ma-.

chines they will be asked to use on the job. In
this case, the teacher and the on-the-job in-
structor will need to teach Ruth how to use that.
specific adding machine before th eytan expect
her to use it successfully.

7. Since George reads lips fluently, many instruc-
tional problems are minimized as long as the
teacher ensures that George can see his/her
face. Instruction can also be supplemented with
increased use of visuals and written materials.

, Additionally, since George has been sheitelvd,
he may need to participate in activities that
expose him to the real world of work (e.g., job-
site visitationsCr field trips).

o receive "regu-
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8. Clyde definitely needi eXposure to the worir
world to get a more realistic picture of his qual ifi-

ns at this point. Job-site visitations or field
should help. Even better would be some

on-the-job experiencethrough a co-op pro-
gram, for exampleby which he can get est ,...,
accurate idea of how much, he is capable...Of t
present. Being able to shadow Oder$ch
top" for a brief period might also'help him set
more realistic goals.
. - 4r

9. Mario has never been allowed in the kitchen.
This teacher needs to be alert to this fact be-

: .

I a ,

41,..

( -
cake it is very4ikely-thet Mario doesn't know at
simmer from a brotl or a teaspoon from a table-,
spoon. Boni remedial helpolay be needed to
provide. Mario with the inffikation that is
usually assumedf.io be common knowledge for
dew students in this class.

\
Candy needs remedial help from a rbading
specialist. In the meantime, however, audio
materials, oral explanations; and assistance
from peers could be used to help Candy con-
tinue to progress vocationally.

k

..

Level of Performance: YOur writterv responses to the case situiliOns should have covered the same major
points as the model responses. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you
made, review the information sheet, Remediaiion, Accommodation, and Acceleration, pp. 21-29, or check
with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience. III
FINAL EXPEMENCE

A

try4lbfitit. techniques to meet theas ateackef,

usittithigeneral principles of good Aesop-

hasppssible
,

sfrutna
tel petepcy,

cntenaspecthed in this aSsessMentirtstruMenti yOmr,r,estiorce
mine 7,i7Aie-Conipetentinusipgiostruptiphit tech-

he exceptional stu

lo1iaYAYNtre§,90rPe pefspp_relitew your dooypentkitiork.
'Oiiicja4rUii01.100,440rOorY-Pe403,11*Olici)*.?1,:c4rfit

us,stotheet the f,h Of eiceptiehatettickeltsi.`,

69r TOO? Perrn, uthe

' For a definition of "actual teething situation, see the inside back cover,

0
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Use Instructional Techniques to Meet the Needs of Exceptional Students (L-7)

Nam

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an X
in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If,
because of special circumstances, s.performance component was not appli-
cable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In selecting techniques that were consistent 'with the gen-
eral principles of good teaching, the teacher:

1.. employed a variety of instructional techniques to eet
learning styles andmaintain interest CI CI 0 0

2. paced activities toTneet students' needs a 0 0
3. ensured that students were continually involved in relevant

instruction

4. provided students with opportunities to develop a sense of
pride'and responsibility in their work

-

5. treated all students consistently and fairly

4

O 0 0 0
O 0 0 0
0 0 D

6. oriented students to the classroom, procedures, and in-
structional expectations -0 000

7. facilitated group interaction through large-group and small-
group discussion 0 0 0 0

8. nsed a team approach, involving other specialists LI 0 0 0
9. inyolved exceptional students fully in vocational student

organization activities 0 0 0 0
In individuailzin nstruction, the teacher:
10. made use of Re or more of the following techniques:

a. individualizad learning packages 0 0 0
b. case studies El 0 0 0
c. self-paced multimedia instructional systems 0 0 0 0
d. computer-assisted instruction 0 0 0 0
e. the "buqdy system" r_Di
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In providing reinforcement, the teacher:
11: made adequate use of role models

12. provided frequent positive reinforcement (praise and op-
portunities for success experiences)

13. proicided frequent feedback

14. created a nonthreatening atmosphere

In providing instruction e teacher:
15. used specific remedi bon activities, i ding: '

a. in-class remedial instruction rovided by the teacher,
peer% OF instructional resources and materialS

b. ,special outside assignments

d. referral to special remedial classes or: provision of tutor-
ing

16. used specific activities to accommodate a variety of student
,needs, including:
a. concrete, practical, real, hands-on activities

b. simplified instruction ,

C. multisensory, Multimedia approaches

d. use of bilingual peers, signers, etc .

17. used slaedfic acceleration activities, including:
a. activities designed to developsstudents;oeativity

b. activities designed to increase students' problem-solv-
ing skills

c. activities designed to develop students' leadership
skills

d. independent study

e. referral to outside resources (e.g., adult education pro-
grams, on-the-job mentorships)

V

# * 0

0 0 El El
0 0 El
-0 0 0 ID

a Ea
D E E D
D E E D

%.

0 0.

Le el of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item receivesa

r-... NE POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet todetermine what additional

a 'vibe the teacher needs to complete inorderfto reach competency in the weak area(s). ,wei:1 .
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IP ABOUT USING THE NATIONAL CENTER'S
PBTE MODULES
Organiiation .

Each module is designed to help you gain competency in a
partiCular skill area considered important to teaching suc-
cess. A module is made up of a series of learning experi-
ences. sortie providing background informafion, some pro-
viding practice experiences, and others combining these
two functions. Completing these experiences should en-
able you to achieve the terminal' objective in the final
learnirig experience. The final experience in each module
always requires you to demonstrate the skill in an actual
teaching. situation whenliou are an intern, a student teach-
er, an inservice teacher, or occupational trainer.

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take 'only those
mOdUles covering skills that you do not already possess.
Similarly, you need not complete any learning experience
within a module if you already have the skill needed to
complete it. Therefore, before taking any module, you
should carefully review (1) the introduction, (2) the objec-
tives listed on p. 4, (3) the overviews preceding each learn- .
ing experience, and (4) the final experience. After compar-
ing your present needs and competencies with the informa-

40 tion you have read in these sections, you should be ready to
make one of the following decisions:

That you do not have the competencies indicated and
should complete the entire module
That you aracompetent in one or more of the enabling
objectives leading to the final learning experience and,
thus, can omit those learning experiences
That yOu are already competent in this area and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in

. order to "test out"
That the module is inappropriate to your needs at this
time

...

When you aro ready to complete the final learning experi-
ence and have access to an actual teaching situation,
Make the necessary arrangement with your resource per-
son. If you do not complete the final experience success-
fully, meetwith your resource person and arrahge to (1 )
repeat the experience or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related actMties suggested
by your resource person before attempting to repeat the
final experience.
Options for recycling are also available in each of the,
learning experiences preceding the final experienbe. Any
time you do Tiot meet the minimum level of performance
required to meet an objective, you and your resource per-
son may meet to gblect activities to help you reach compe-
tency. This could involve (1) completing parts of the module
previously skipped, (2) repeating activities, (3) reading sup-
plementary resources or completing additional activities

suggested by the resource person, (4) designing your own
learning experience, or (5) completing some other activity
-suggested by-you'or your resource pergon.

6 p

Terminology
Actual Teaching Situation: A situation in which you are
actually working with and responsible for teaching sec-
ondary or postsecondary vocational students or other oc-
cupational trainees. An intern, a student teacher, an in-
service teacher, or other occueetional trainer would be
functioning,in an actual teaching situation. If you do not
have access to an actual teaching situation when you are
taking the module, you can complete the module up to the
final learning expenence. You would then complete the
final learning experience later (i.e., when you have access
to an actual teaching situation).
Alternate Activity or Feedback; An item that may substi-
tute for required items that, due to special circumstances,
you are unable to complete. .

Occupitional Specialty; A specific area of preparation
within a vocational service area (e.g., the service area
Trade and Industrial Education includes occupational spe-
cialties such as automobile mechanics, welding, and elec-
tricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback: An item that is not re-
quired but that is designed to supplement and enrich the
required items in a learning experience.
Resource Person: The person in charge of your educa-
tional program (e.g., theprofessor, instructor, administrator,
instructional supervisor, cooperating/supervising/class-
room teacher, or training supervisor who is guiding you in
completing this module).
Student: The person who is receiving occupational in-
struction in a secondary, postsecondary, or other training
program.
Vocational Service Area: A major vocational field: agri-
cultural education, business and office education, market-
ing and distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economicsedudation, industrial arts education,
technical education, or trade and industrial education.
You or the Teacher/Instructor: The person who is com-
pleting the module.

Levels of Performance for Anal Assessment
N/A: The criterion was not met because it was not appli-
cable to the situation.
None: No attempt was made to meet the erion, al-
though it was relevant
Poor: The teacher is unable to perform this skill or has only
very limited ability to perform it.
Fair: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an ac-
ceptable manner billies some ability to perform it.
Good: The teacher is able to perform this skill in an effec-
tive manner.
Excellent: The teacher,is able to perform this skill in a very
effective manner.
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